Early childhood education is the key to the betterment of society.
Dr. Maria Montessori
As another successful year is almost coming to a closure it is wonderful to see how all
the friends of Sunflower classroom have grown together in making the classroom as
busy as could be. Everyone has made tremendous progress all year long. They are
advancing academically and learning important life skills as well. We would like to
thank all the parents who could attend the Parent-Teacher conferences and see the
classroom. This month we got the 'Butterfly Kit' and children will see how butterflies
evolve through the many stages. We welcomed Colette, Leslie and Gracelyn from the
Toddler classroom. Jayson and Talha joined as new friends.
Practical life: With the advent of Spring, it is cleaning time around the house and
classroom and children are learning how to sweep the floor and dust the shelves. They
are also learning how to scrub and clean vegetables. Additionally, they keep on working
with spooning tonging, crumbing, push-pinning, lacing etc. in a consistent manner.
Sensorial: In Sensorial, friends are working on improving their tactile sense through
works like fabric-matching and touch boards. Working with the metal insets helps them
in creativity as they make countless colorful shapes and designs They are learning
dimensions and shapes through geometry works.
Language: In Language, some older friends are well on their way to reading books
while others are diligently working on increasing their knowledge of the sounds of the
words and matching them with corresponding picture cards. They are also improving
their hand-writing skills by practicing it. Younger friends are being introduced to the
beginning sounds of the alphabets.
Math : in Math, some friends are learning to sequence numbers up to 100 with the help
of ten boards work and hundred boards work.. This helps them to recognizing the
number pattern and the numeral itself. Others are working on learning the teen numbers.
The younger friends are well advancing on combining numbers with quantity. Some
older friends are working with abstract operations.
Science: This month we are busy learning all about weather pattern that comes with
Spring. We learned the rain-cycle and how it incorporates evaporation, condensation,
and precipitation. We will be working on life-cycle and parts of a butterfly.
Culture: In Culture, we continue to explore our continents and the countries in each of
them. The younger friends are learning about land and water parts of our globe.
Important Reminders:
1. We will be celebrating Mother's Day on 05/11/18 from 10-11 AM.
2. May 22,2018- Memorial Day School closed.
Regards
Sunflower classroom teachers.

